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LESSON OVERVIEW
Subject(s)

Mathematics

Topic or Unit of Study

Transforming Parabolas (Algebra II Honors)

Grade/Level

Grade 10

Objective

Students will be able to write the equation of a parabola in vertex form given a graph of the function with the coordinates of two points along tha
Students will be able to ientify the axis of symmetry of a function and what transformations the parabola underwent from y = x².
Summary

As this is the second lesson of the new unit and the first time parabolas have been introduced in this course, this lesson is designed to review som
the terms and process of transforming parabolas to transforming absolute value functions.

IMPLEMENTATION
Learning Context

This is the second day of instruction on the new unit on "Quadratic Equations and Functions" (chapter 5).

Teaching Strategies

Direct instruction, Cloze worksheet

Time Allotment

1 class periods. 50 Mins. per class.

Sample Student Products
Author's Comments &
Reflections

The interesting fact of the day and the problem created to model how the objectives can be easily modified to a local landmark or satellite antenn

PROCEDURE
Anticipatory Set

Interesting Fact of the Day

https://w.taskstream.com/Lesson/View?aId=uqhjfhzbznhxhmhbzp
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http://www.instartupland.com/wp-content/uploads/2011/06/CF001254.jpg

https://w.taskstream.com/Lesson/View?aId=uqhjfhzbznhxhmhbzp
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http://www.instartupland.com/wp-content/uploads/2011/06/CF001207.jpg

This 150 foot diameter satellite dish antenna (or more accurately a parabolic reflector antenna) cost the United States Air Force $4.5 million in 1
the chemical composition of the atmosphere and continues to be used by the government and the university for research purposes. You can visit
you drive along the I-280 freeway on your trip to San Francisco.
Introduction

Today we are going to work on transforming our newest function, parabolas. They will have similar definitions and follow similar procedures o
Forecasting
The teacher will hand out to the class the cloze worksheets (with or without the word bank, as appropriate) and then read the instruction.

This worksheet is designed to connect what we learned to what we will learn, hence the name of the activity - forecasting. The instructions are a
this semester. Use the words you remember from the section to complete the sentences below." Please work individually on this for the next few
share with our neighbor and then check our answers as class. Are there any questions?
Attachments:
1. TransformParabolas_ClozeWS1.pdf Worksheet with only blanks.
2. TransformParabolas_ClozeWS2.pdf Worksheet with a word bank.

https://w.taskstream.com/Lesson/View?aId=uqhjfhzbznhxhmhbzp
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Definitions (and Recap)
Axis of Symmetry: the line that divides a parabola into two parts that are mirror images.
Vertex: the vertex of a parabola is the point at which teh parabola intersects the axis of symmetry.
Vertex Form of a Quadratic Function:

where a, h, and k are constants.

It should be noted that a is related to the standard form of the equation, but we will not be learning how to switch be

Transforming Parabolas
Vertical Stretch or Shrink, and/or Reflection in x-axis
Parent Function
Aims parabola downwards
Stretch (a > 1) or shrink (0 < a < 1) by factor a
Aims parabola downwards

The graph (and vertex) of

shifts h units horizontally and k units vertically.

Vertex Form
For h > 0,

the graph shifts right

For h < 0,

the graph shifts left

For k > 0,

the graph shifts up

For k < 0,

the graph shifts down

The vertex is (h, k), and the axis of symmetry is the line x = h.

The picture modeling the situation is the attachment named 'stanford-dish2.jpg' and a graph with the dish already on it but with no measuremen

https://w.taskstream.com/Lesson/View?aId=uqhjfhzbznhxhmhbzp
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Parabolic Reflector Antenna

You are standing beside the Stanford parabolic reflector antenna and wonder how the dish would look like on graph
dish 47.1 m above the ground. You climb the stairs to the base of the parabola to get closer and realize that the dish
a brouchure and read that the dish is roughly 46 m in diameter. What is the equation of the dish?
Attachments:
1. DishGraph.png Parabolic graph to model how to graph the situation in the antenna problem.
2. stanford-dish2.jpg Picture to show the situation in the modeled problem (antenna)

Guided Practice

Teacher will provide the following word problem to work on with the class. The idea is for the teacher to prompt st
answer that part of the problem, and then come back as a class to review how to solve that part.

Transformations Example - Follow the steps of the Mad Mathematician
Teacher shows how the various transformations combine to create the resulting graph (see the attachment named '').

The equations shown are the following:

Graphing a Parabola

The idea is to transform the function from the parent graph on graph paper and then work to find another point to plot on the graph. See the att
(0,7) and vertex is (4, 3).
Graph the equation y = 1/4 (x - 4)² + 3

Writing the Equation of a Graph in Vertex Form
See attached file name 'EquationGraph.jpg' for the resulting graph.
Given the graph find the equation and write that equation in vertex form.

Getting the Point

Teacher provides examples of equations which have been translated on the whiteboard. The teacher will ask about a particular part of the equa
equation changed from the parent using their thumbs.

Action

Interpretation

Pointer Finger Up

Translated Up

Pointer Finger Down

Translated Down

Pointer Finger Aiming Right Translated Right
Pointer Finger Aiming Left

Translated Left

Pointers Aimed Away (V)

Stretch

Pointers Touching (A)

Shrink

Thumbs Pointing Down

Function Aimed Down

Attachments:
1. EquationGraph.PNG The graph needed to complete 'Writing the Equation of a Graph in Vertex Form'

https://w.taskstream.com/Lesson/View?aId=uqhjfhzbznhxhmhbzp
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2. GraphEquation.PNG The answer to 'Graphing the Parabola' activity.

Independent Practice

Homework
Students will complete for homework textbook pages 259-261 problems 2, 6, 16, 17, 18, 25-28, 36, 48.

Closure

Review how similar to transforming absolute value functions and what procedures we have learned today (objectives). Recall the result of the m

Follow-Up

Warm-Up
At the beginning of the next contact period, the teacher will administer the following warm-up.
The equation is the following:
Attachments:
1. Warmup_Graph.png Graph for the warm-up

MATERIALS AND RESOURCES
Instructional Materials

Cloze worksheet (including the differentiated version)

Resources

Materials and resources:
Computer and projector for the teacher to show the interesting fact of the day and other visuals (images and graphs).
Technology resources:
Firefox, IE Explorer
The number of computers required is 1.

STANDARDS & ASSESSMENT
Standards

Display:

Collapse All

Expand All

CA- California Common Core State Standards (2012)
Subject: Mathematics
Grade: High School
Content Area: Algebra
Domain:
Reasoning with Equations and Inequalities A-REI
Area: Solve equations and inequalities in one variable

Standard:
4. Solve quadratic equations in one variable.
a. Use the method of completing the square to transform any quadratic equation in x into an equation of the form (x – p)^2 = q that has the sa

b. Solve quadratic equations by inspection (e.g., for x^2 = 49), taking square roots, completing the square, the quadratic formula and factoring
formula gives complex solutions and write them as a ± bi for real numbers a and b.

Assessment Plan
Assessment/Rubrics

Rubrics:
1. Textbook Homework Rubric

https://w.taskstream.com/Lesson/View?aId=uqhjfhzbznhxhmhbzp
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